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    1. Who Knows What's Goin' On?  2. Love to Spare  3. Twist City  4. Shim Sham Shimmy  5.
Lovin' Daddy Blues  6. If It Is  7. Shakin' Hands with the Blues  8. High Flyin' Baby  9. In a
Wrong World  10. Easy Baby  11. Reece's Boogie  12. This ime, This Time  13. Ghosting  14.
Miss Bee-Havin'    Musicians:  Rod Piazza- (Harmonica,Vocals),  Kal David, Lauri Bono-
(Background Vocals),  Rick Holmstrom- (Guitar),  Jim Spake- (Horn),  Bill Stuve- (Bass),  Honey
Piazza- (Piano),  Steve Mugalian- (Drums).  

 

  

This is a fine CD which I would have given five stars but for two reservations: their cover of Billy
Emerson’s ‘Shim Sham Shimmy’ is so distorted (presumably at the mastering stage) that it is
unlistenable, and the inclusion of two relatively weak songs, ‘Love To Spare’ and ‘Twist City’.
The exclusion of these three tracks would have resulted in a stronger piece of work.

  

However, the remaining tracks are superb. This is a band which knows how to swing and how
to inject pure passion into their performance. They are unfazed by the comparitively sterile
recording studio situation (as opposed to the club or concert stage). They approach their
performance with a strong ensemble ethic in the great tradition of Little Walter and any of his
bands between 1952 and 1960, the Benny Goodman Sextet or the Count Basie Orchestra, all of
whom influence this sound, while having three first-rate soloists: Rod Piazza, arguably the
premier harpist currently playing, his wife Honey on piano and Rick Holmstrom on guitar.
Standout tracks for me are ‘Easy Baby’, (where Rod Piazza waits until almost two minutes into
the instrumental track and then enters with supreme authority and control, as he always does)
‘This Time, This Time’, ‘Shakin’ Hands With The Blues’ ‘If It Is’ and ‘Who Knows What’s Goin’
on?’.

  

I recommend this CD (and all of Rod Piazza & The Mighty Flyers’ recordings) highly to those
who appreciate the finer points of blues band performance, stellar solos and passionate delivery
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of a classic style of music – the blues. ---Keith Randall, whoisthemonk.wordpress.com
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